
INTERIOR FITOUT $SOOK TO $75OK 

Altran Project Management 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT: 

Client: Camilla 

Location: Pacific Fair, QLD 

Project Size: 125 square metres 

T
he interior of the Camilla 
store at Pacific Fair is an 
amalgamation of Camilla 

Frank's travels and influences that 
inspire her creative process. 
Design elements from Turkey, 
Morocco, Mexico, China, Africa 
and beyond have been blended to 
create an exciting and immersive 
experience for the customer. 
The arched shopfront and feature 
ceiling canopy is a custom 
fabrication from an aluminium 
tube structure and clad in laser 
cut aluminium panels with flat bar 
capping to give a three dimensional 
effect. Brass fittings and channels 
for glazing were engineered into 
the structure to conceal glazing 
channels and door hardware fixing 
points. 
All custom made back of house 
joinery and where possible, 
retail space sub straights, were 
manufactured exclusively from 
Laminex board. The interior utilises 
over 50 different finishes including 
custom made tiles from Bali, 
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furniture and architectural elements 
from India, lighting from Morocco 
and Turkey and sculptures from 
China, plus an array of custom built 
elements that have been integrated 
to seamlessly create a unique 
bespoke interior unlike anything else 
on offer. <,§-> 
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T
he Tommy Bahama flagship 
Australian store, located at 
Pacific Fair, features elements 

of the Sydney CBD store combined 
with features from other international 
stores. T his collaborative blend gives 
the store a warmer element to the 
design, based on their Japanese 
corporate identity blended with a 
bea_ch style reflective of the Gold 
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INTERIOR FITOUT $75OK TO $IM 

Onward Concepts 

Coast. 
Locally made joinery by Onward 
Concepts feature throughout and 
include 2pac white wash over 
American White Oak veneer on all 
wall bay units, custom made louvres in 
Walnut veneer and Nav Urban 'Albany 
Oak' board. 
Also included are timber ceiling 
beams in American Oak clear and 
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Stocked nationally with competitive pricing 
Unbeatable service life 
Greenguard and Ecospecifier certified 
Renewable surface with seamless joins 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT: 

Client: Tommy Bahama 

Location: Pacific Fair, OLD 

Project Size: 250 square metres 

2pac finish. 
The store features locally made 
illuminated and non-illuminated 
signage by long established local 
company Leda Signs. 
Visual merchandising was a combined 
effort from the client, store manager 
and designer. Some items were 
sourced in NSW from Chinderah Bay 
Antiques and include a canoe on the 
entry roof and oars on the change 
room walls, just to name a few. This 
helped to create an interesting, 
comfortable and high end feel to the 
store, which aligns with the brand's 
identity. 
Travertine shopfront and counter tops, 
custom made joinery and attention to 
detail have come together to create 
an impressive store as expressed by 
both the client and clientele alike. 
T he inviting atmosphere provides 
an enjoyable and relaxed retail 
experience. <f> 
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ORDER YOUR FREE DESK-FRIENDLY 

SAMPLE FOLDER NOW AT 

www.himacs.com.au 
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